Do Not Do What Robinson Does
You Are Not a Public Official
By Cal Ferrarri, Editor

Since 2013, Jim Robinson has worked on The Guccie Times and the development of a website to correspond to the newsletter. If you have been reading the content of the site and newsletter, you would see that Robinson has taken some liberties in his publishing. He also has developed a close relationship with Jim Guccione as one of his public officials.

We here at The Guccie Times have the support of Jim’s mafia, and we have lawyers that help us with publication law. We are not a professional organization, neither are we licensed to publish a newspaper, but we follow the American Freedom of Speech Right. We say things no one else wants to say—mostly in criticism of the leadership classes of this country.

As such, we have taken liberties with our publications, but we would not advise anyone else to do the same. Whereas an American does have Freedom of Speech, there are certain laws that govern internet publishing. It may very well be that someone out there may have considered taking on the responsibilities that we have and start his or her own website and newsletter. We do not advise doing this without consulting a lawyer first.

We would also not advise anyone taking on the responsibility of organizing a hobby underground interest group to fight organized crime. There are laws that govern the direction of groups of this sort, and it could be very dangerous examining the behavior of criminals. That is why there is an established law enforcement.

CDTA Discourages the Poor
No Change Cards and No Day Pass
by Dom LoPorto, Staff Journalist

CDTA drivers have been warning their patrons for about 2 weeks before the day came. On that day, there were no more change cards or day passes issued, and we were required to buy and use a Navigator card.

How is this so discouraging for the lower-class people who often ride the bus?

Many lower class people do not have computers or credit cards and therefore can not patronize a Navigator card. They may not be able to pay for their transportation in one lump sum, but they became used to buying bus rides on a daily basis. They would often buy a day pass for $2 with a half-face card. But now you can not do that. You have to get a Navigator card and got to a certain location to load it up—if you can not do it with a credit card online. If you do not have the right change, CDTA will steal your change.

Robinson feels this is another step in the government forcing the mark of the beast on us for our buying and selling. Community members should speak out against the Navigator card ultimatum.
The Heinous Crimes of the Upper Class
Many, But Not All
by Dom LoPorto, Staff Journalist

Recently in Troy, NY there was a quadruple homicide involving two women and two children as victims. Two suspects were found within about 3 days, and they are awaiting trial. How did that happen so fast? There was another shooting this year shooting in Troy, and the TPD still hasn't found the suspect yet.

In The Guccie Times Issue 33, we mentioned the alleged role of the Upper Class in penal code crimes like this. Is there more to the crime than what the news is telling us or what the TPD reports to the news? Is there a higher principality and power behind it that drives the crime to be committed, or is this only the whim of the murderers?

The internet displays murderers as at the key-in of a jargon phrase. These are actual torture homicides being performed for anyone who wants to see it. Some of these criminals show their face in the video. How can they do that with a clear conscious? There must be a higher force behind it. Is that the same dynamics we have right here in our own home town of Troy? Can it be a sacrifice to Satan organized by an Upper Class that control the media and the Police Department as represented by the District Attorney's Office? Is this a Freemason sacrifice for officers to get political power?

The answers to these questions lies in investigations. As time passes, more and more people will become aware of the forces behind murders of this kind in an effort to reveal the crimes of the Upper Class that affiliate to the penal code murder.

Mr. Guccione said, “A murder or torture of this degree may not just have a motive by a single party, but it can be a conspiracy. There is an Upper Class that may organize these as Freemason sacrifices to Satan. Robinson could explain it further.”